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the total war: warhammer ii has been a landmark release for the total war series,

with an epic campaign that plays out across the entire realm. as the story
progresses you will be lead to your destiny, where the game ends and you must
choose whether to support one side or the other as you navigate a unique and
challenging path of civil war to claim the iron throne. total war: warhammer ii

(2017) is a total conversion mod, meaning you are the one in charge, not the game
designers. this mod has been crafted by fans for fans and features custom artwork,

sound, animations, and more. this mod aims to be compatible with the following
features: mod ed (i recommend the mod ed tutorial). free to play. all features

available at the start of the game, if you choose to accept the quests for the dark
elves. you will need to complete the quest first before you can receive the rewards.
play how you choose delve into a deep engrossing campaign, experience unlimited

replayability and challenge the world in multiplayer with a custom army of your
favourite units. total war: warhammer ii offers hundreds of hours of gameplay and

no two games are the same. play how you choose delve into a deep engrossing
campaign, experience unlimited replayability and challenge the world in multiplayer
with a custom army of your favourite units. total war: warhammer ii offers hundreds

of hours of gameplay and no two games are the same. total war: warhammer ii is
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free to play, with no subscription or other fees required. it is supported by
advertising. we are striving to create a fair and honest environment for all players. if

you feel a rule is unfair, please report it.
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